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that will offer dignity and opportunity to all their citizens and where the
preservation of the physical environment, however desirable in itself, would
seem to come second . But I would suggest that this dilemma is wrongly posed .

Technology has now reached a stage where the industrialization
needed for economic development need not disturb the environment to an
unacceptable extent, and it is by no means the rule that an ecologically-sound
industrial or other project must be more costly than one that is not . With
far-sighted planning and careful attention to design and ecological
considerations, there need be little or no added cost . The pollution befouling
the Great Lakes system largely results from wasted opportunities, from dumping
into the water by-products that in themselves have value if properly recovered .
The Canadian Government is working with the governments of the United States
of America and of the American states and Canadian provinces bordering on the
Great Lakes system to establish water-quality standards, achieve them in the
shortest possible time and see to it that they are maintained .

The discussions now going on between the various levels of govern-
ment of Canada and the United States will set in motion a program for the
rehabilitation and preservation of the Great Lakes which will cost billions
of dollars and call upon vast human and technological resources . These
astronomical expenses would not have been incurred had we and our neighbours
been able to foresee and forestall the damage we have done to the largest
fresh-water system on earth .

I urge my friends in the developing nations to balance the cost s
of anti-pollution measures against the cost of pollution and the mindless waste
of limited resources it so often represents . Everyone in this room is looking
and working for the day when the prosperity now enjoyed by the few can be
shared by all . Economic and social development is the route to prosperity .
We should all take advantage of the fact that advances in technology mean that
we can follow this route without poisoning the air we breathe, the water we
drink and the soil that gives us sustenance, without disturbing the ecological
balance that supports all life .

My third illustration of the universality of human problems is the
whole field of arms control and disarmament . Canada firmly believes that
until the People's Republic of China is playing its part in our deliberations
here and in the detailed studies and negotiations being carried on in the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva, agreements in this
important area will be at best incomplete and at worst ineffective . This is
not to downgrade the excellent work that has already been done, as evidenced
by such achievements as the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Seabed Arms-Control
Treaty and the current work on a biological-weapons treaty, in all of which
Canada has had an active and essential part to play . Nor does it make any
less welcome the encouraging and fundamental negotiations now taking place
between the United States and the Soviet Union to curtail the strategic-arms
race .

Earlier this month in Geneva, I had the privilege of addressing
the fourth United Nations Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy .


